
n The goal of the Cyber Alliance is mainly to
build a comprehensive knowledge base where
technological resources and successful business
experiences are shared by leading vendors for
the benefit of a growing registered community.
Enterprises, central and local government bod-
ies, and even private users can then access
highly informative best practices, adopt and
adjust them to their own scenario, and enjoy
more flourishing business. 

Wibu-Systems, a company on the IT security
scene for more than two decades, has recently
joined the Cyber Alliance and is already con-
tributing to the education of the member net-
work. The first document that the company
has specifically created for this purpose addresses
the security of embedded systems. As the com-
pany’s CEO and founder, I am personally in-
volved in international R&D projects and or-
ganizations for standardization.  I also serve as
chairman in the Product Protection and Know-
How Protection “Protect-Ing” committee of
VDMA, on the board of directors of BITKOM,
and on the managing board of FZI at KIT.
From my perspective, I have been able to see
that Industry 4.0, the current industrial revo-

lutionary wave, would prove particularly ef-
fective in increasing efficiency and lowering
asset costs thanks to the manufacturing agility
deriving from unprecedented M2M intercon-
nectivity. At the same time, my vertically skilled
background has enabled me to realize the
threats implicit in communications no longer
restricted within the plant alone, but extending
over the internet, sometimes with additional
services over the cloud. 

A recent survey by VDMA revealed that 90%
of  companies are affected by product piracy,
and 48% of original equipment manufacturers
see entire machines and equipment of theirs
fully replicated. The consequent sales shortfall
and the damage to research and development
activities cause extreme economic and inno-
vation problems. This is of such high impor-
tance that the security methodology necessary
to withstand the most advanced attacks should
encapsulate the smartest strategies. 

CodeMeter is a technology that has already
been promoting intellectual property and copy
protection, through the application of com-
bined software and hardware tools aimed at

preventing illegal license duplication. Given
the actual scenario, CodeMeter design has
been further expanded to become a sophisti-
cated, scalable, multi-purpose system that safe-
guards code integrity and guarantees protection
against reverse engineering of motion control
and industrial automation processes. The cir-
cumstances under which systems resources,
programs and data can be manipulated are
numerous. Sabotage to cyber-physical systems
can take the form of a faked device, a unit that
can easily be installed during machine service,
looking like the original one but performing
different functions, thus causing the customer
to lose all the warranty terms for the mainte-
nance agreement he has signed up for. Alter-
natively it is the software itself that is the
target of the attackers. For instance, whether
the SD card, from which the software is exe-
cuted, is replaced or just tampered with, the
result will be a new piece of software being ex-
ecuted. The related disservice will translate
into unauthorized data being shared, personnel
safety endangered, production line performance
slowed down, just to mention a couple of pos-
sible typical scenarios. Or the threat might
come through the communication interfaces.
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A violation of the protocols would possibly re-
sult in the attackers getting possession of sen-
sitive end users details, right up to the remote
control of the whole embedded system.

If a typical embedded system can be peeled
like an onion until its true core essence is ex-
posed, Wibu-Systems conceived protection
measures that would protect the structure
layer after layer, with forward and backward
checks to ensure the utmost integrity of the
whole architecture. Moreover it would rely on

a combination of encryption mechanisms that
would mix symmetric (AES – Advanced En-
cryption Standard) and asymmetric algorithms
(RSA – Rivest, Shamir and Adleman, ECC –
Elliptic Curve Cryptography) along with hash
functions (SHA-256). 

On the hardware side, CodeMeter comes in
multiple form factors (USB dongles with or
without flash memory, SD cards, micro SD
cards, and more), most of which embed a
smart card chip; this would allow for the addi-

Figure 1. Basic structure of an embedded system

Figure 2. Encryption and signature of an application

Figure 3. Integrity verification (Forward Check)
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tional use of digital certificates, a perfect match
to the cryptography schemes mentioned.  Start-
ing from the assumption that an outer shell of
the embedded system can access the inner
one, but not the other way round, the integrity
protection procedure of Wibu-Systems devel-
ops through the following three steps.  First,
the boot loader verifies the integrity of the op-
erating system and loads it after validation.
The operating system only starts once the
boot loader has been validated to be trustwor-
thy through a reverse check. The operating
system verifies the integrity of the application
and loads it only if it has been validated.
Second, the application only starts if the oper-
ating system has been validated to be trust-
worthy through a reverse check. Third, the ap-
plication verifies the integrity of the configu-

ration data, and only uses them if they are val-
idated. Should the configuration data also con-
tain executable code, a verification of the ap-
plication level of trust is also possible.

Then it comes to implementing the integrity
checks. CodeMeter offers a specific engine
called AxProtector which signs and encrypts
the original software. In particular, AxProtector
will: calculate the hash value of the original
software, sign the hash value with the private
key of the vendor, encrypt the original software
using a key that is generated from a seed value
within the original software, a secret key of
the vendor and some other parameters that
the publisher selects, and attach the public
portion of the signature certificate to the
 encrypted software. The checks are then per-

formed in two directions to offer the greatest
security ever. During the forward check, which
occurs while the application is being loaded,
the following actions take place: if a valid
license is present, the encrypted software is de-
crypted, the certificate attached to the creden-
tials or the certificate chain is verified against
the public root key, the hash value of the de-
crypted original software is calculated, and
the signature of the hash is verified using the
public key.

There are additional options that might further
power up the protection system, such as a so-
phisticated handling of certificates for the au-
thorized use of a specific device, the verification
of a preset expiration date of the certificate,
the setup of a certificate revocation list – CRL.
But as previously mentioned there are back-
wards checks too that come into place. They
verify if the boot process was carried out cor-
rectly by the operating system, or if the integrity
check of the operating system by the application
is difficult to carry out because the subsequent
step has only limited access to the previous
step. To compensate for the missed access, a
state machine in a trustworthy hardware is
needed. Such configuration is found in the
Trusted Computing Group, TCG.

By using so-named Trusted Platform Modules
(TPM), it is possible to save correct states in
registries. These registries include, for example,
measurements of the boot loader, which will
be considered later by the operating system to
verify the integrity of the previous step. The
trusted device, e.g. a TPM chip or CodeMeter
dongle, stores the status of the boot loader.
Only when this is executed correctly can the
operating system start. This also applies to the
subsequent stages. CodeMeter offers therefore
a secure status machine. This feature is called
enabling. The decryption of the operating sys-
tem, for example, will not be released until the
integrity of boot process has been validated;
moreover the shared secrets are stored and
not released until the previous step has been
successfully executed for the next step to occur.

A safe first step is essential, since all subsequent
checks depend upon its accuracy. Attackers
must in no case be able to decipher the code,
or to extract secret keys. One solution is called
System-on-Chip (SoC), in which these codes
and keys are stored permanently on the chip,
safe from any reading or manipulation attempt
from the outside. This compact pre-boot loader
has little functionality and loads the actual
boot loader. It is developed only once and can-
not be updated on the system to prevent
attacks from the outside. To top it all off, the
cleverest use of digital certificates is a chain
structure, where the root certificate alone is
the critical element to lock safely. It is actually
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Figure 4. Backward check with a Trusted Device

Figure 5. Graphic representation of a certificate chain
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just used to create new Code Signing Root or
Config Signing Root certificates, respectively
certificates that are used to generate Boot Sign-
ing certificates, and certificates that are used
to create a certificate for configuration data
signature. In practice, private keys are used
for signing the program codes and parameters.
These are saved in a secure hardware device,
like a Wibu-Systems CmDongle. The certificates
are saved as files. They contain: the public key,
validity restrictions, e.g. expiration date or
binding to a specific device, purpose, for ex-
ample, to sign the boot loader, the application,
the configuration files, or to create other cer-
tificates, and certificate of the key, which was

used to create this certificate. In addition, the
deployment of a certificate revocation list
proves extremely effective. If need be, through
a simple update of such list, the certificates of
all devices in the field could be easily revoked
or invalidated.

Wibu-Systems masters encryption processes
and makes them fully accessible to OEMs and
ISVs. The Graphic User Interface of CodeMeter
is particularly intuitive. However recently the
company has moved further down this path
and entered into a strategic partnership with
Wind River and Emerson Network Power. The
product supports in fact both standard con-

sumer computer platforms as well as Windows
Embedded, Real Time Linux, VxWorks, some
PLC-based like Codesys and more to come.
Thanks to this agreement the three vendors
have recently jointly announced an Embedded
Development Kit. The EDK delivers the first
ever out-of-the-box solution for IP protection,
tamper protection and license management.
It provides comprehensive security to all vir-
tualized automation processes for real-time
and complex applications in medical, industrial,
gaming, automotive, aerospace, and many
other markets. For every complex problem,
there is a neat solution. It just takes time to
clarify in details the full picture first. n
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